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The incorrect use of the FITSWORD® and/or FITSHIELD® can 
be dangerous for yourself and for those around you.

Before starting to use the FITSWORD® and/or FITSHIELD® 
read and understand all warnings and instructions for use.

The FITSWORD® and the FITSHIELD® are not toys and are 
not meant for playing; they are training tools and they 

should only be used by competent and responsible adults or 
under the supervision of competent and responsible adults.

Training is potentially dangerous and involves some risks 
which may lead to severe injury or even death.

Consult your doctor before beginning any training and 
exercise (especially important for all those who have 

previously had health problems and for those who have not 
done any sport for some time).

Be assisted by a personal trainer or by a coach when 
training (they can teach you how to get the best out of your 
workout routine, how to develop better form, improve your 

posture, increase strength, how to recruit the proper 
muscles and how to avoid injuries).

Keep this manual for the entire life of this product.

GRAVITY FORCE TRAINING S.r.l.
is not responsible for the consequences, direct, indirect or 

accidental, or any other type of damage befalling or 
resulting from the use of its products.

WARNINGS



INTRODUCTION
This handbook is the result of 2 years of intense work during which we have invented

and developed a new versatile training tool that is suitable for basic and/or

technical/specialized use in fitness, in sports, in combat sport, in martial arts and in

military field: the FITSWORD®.

With regard to the product development we have looked for the best compromise and

balance between 4 core areas to get the final result we had in mind:

Regarding the development of the Handbook, Video Tutorials and training methods, we

exchanged views with fitness, sports and combat sports specialists and we relied to our

sensitivity and experience gained in over 40 years of practice of at least 20 different

sports (gymnastic, athletics, climbing, skiing, windsurf, surf, sky-diving, hang-gliding …);

we have also drew solidly to our military experiences as army officers; and we don’t

hide that we have also drawn to the dreams and naivety of when, children, we played

with sword and shield toys, or when, growing up, we got into all the epic movies and tv

series where “swords” and "codes of honor" (in particular bravery & strength) are the

leading factors: Conan, Braveheart, 300, Troy, The Gladiator, The Last Samurai, Kill Bill,

Resident Evil, The Lord of the Rings, Star Wars, Spartacus, Vikings, Game of Thrones,

Into the Badlands, etc.

In short, all this is the result of a huge passion for sport, action and adventure; and we

hope to be able to convey you information and useful advice in the practice of what

somehow it is or may become a new discipline.

Let us be clear right from the start, that this is not a "sword fighting" treaty or a "training

methods” handbook but is an attempt to introduce in a structured manner, safe and

stimulating, the use of a new training tool that is open to such a variety of fields and

applications; we hope as well that your visions, interpretations and advices will help us

to improve and implement it.

All you’ll read and you’ll see in our lessons and video tutorials has been learned by us in

few months of intense training. We took inspiration from many fitness and martial arts

disciplines and we applied them to the use with the FITSWORD®.

Lastly, we hope that, as it happened to us, may you find in FITSWORD® all the

potential to train in a fun, intense and stimulating way and the satisfaction that comes

from the challenge of learning something new. In our experience the training time flies

and we never get bored, whether training alone or with friends, whether training with a

"fitness" approach or a "combat" approach, whether “training soft” or ”hard”.

Enjoy the reading!

Andrea & Luca Mainini

Gravity Force Training founders & FITSWORD® inventors

SAFETY

TRAINING
VALUE

COMBAT
FEELING The design, the choice of materials and the

distribution of the masses have been balanced

in order to make you feel the shot, but you can

play quite hard without too much risk of injuring

yourself and your training partners or friends.

FUN
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CONCEPT & PRODUCT



the CONTEXT
A major trend in today’s fitness industry is the use of unconventional training systems

and methods, based not on machines, but on free body movements, often with the aid

of equipment inherited from the past (like the Kettlebells, used in Russia at the time of

the Czar, or the Clubbells, used in India or the Crossfit discipline, based on basic tools

like ropes, chains, tyres, box jump....).

Being those systems very effective, but mostly boring and repetitive (as lifting weights),

we decided to find something as effective, but fun, entertaining and exciting.

What could bring this kind of feelings in the fitness industry?

Which could be the icon of fitness, strength, bravery and sports skills?

We thought that Gladiators could represent that; they were fit, as they had to fight lifting

and swinging heavy swords and shields, and in order to do so they had to train to

improve the combat skills, the technique as well as the strength and endurance.

With this thought in mind we have developed the G-FORCE FITCOMBAT training gears

based on a very simple idea able to transform an offensive tool, the sword, into a safe

and training tool, the FITSWORD®.

We inverted the physics usually applied to any offensive, work or sport tools (a sword,

an axe, an hammer, a baseball bat, a golf club, a clubbell...): their weight is

concentrated along the length or on the top end in order to emphasize the momentum

and the kinetic energy coming from a small swing, so that the force applied to the target

is devastating.

the IDEA

OFFENSIVE TOOLS, WORK TOOLS or SPORT TOOLS

C.G. (Center of Gravity)



1) light
2) soft
3) shock absorbing
4) durable

“blade”

handle or grip or hilt

What happens if almost all the weight is concentrated on the handle?

That you make a big effort, so there is a fitness and training value in every movement,

but the energy transmitted by the top end is quite limited, making the tool as inoffensive

and not harmful as possible.

In addition, the ‘’blade’’ is padded with Extralight®, a soft and light innovative material

that makes any contact with the body as safe as possible.

The result is the :

1) heavy
2) different weights available
3) perfectly balanced
4) grip

every movement is a REP !
under specific conditions
the impact is not harmful

pommel

cross-guard



when TRAINING “SOLO”:

reduced torque and strain on the wrists due to the position of the C.G.

and to the reduced leverage

C.G. (Center of Gravity)



when SPARRING WITH A PARTNER:

reduced striking energy due to the position of the C.G.

and to the reduced mass of the blade

C.G. (Center of Gravity)



Get to know the components of your new FITSWORD®

Familiarity with the components and the technical features of your FITSWORD® will

help you to understand this instruction manual and to train safely. Read this manual in

order to better enjoy the use of your new FITSWORD®.

We developed 2 lines of product to better suit your needs:

FITSWORD® Modular PRO for Home and Personal Training:

• it comes with 6 metal plates and 6 black plates;

• you can combine those plates in 7 different ways, ranging from 1.5 to 4 kg (3.3

lbs to 8.9 lbs);

• this is the right choice for all those who want maximum versatility and training

value in one FITSWORD®.

FITSWORD® line for Gym and Fitness Studios:

• the product is ready to be used and does not need to be assembled;

• with fixed weight, from 1.8 to 3.6 kg (4 to 8 lbs);

• the handle is made of TPU, antibacterial and antiallergenic;

• this is the perfect solution for your gym, thanks to his simplicity of use.

ABOUT THE WEIGHT:

90% of the people will be more than satisfied with this weight range. When you put this

kind of weight in motion with dynamic movements, the FITSWORD® will feel very heavy

after few repetitions. At G-Force we train mainly with this kind of weight range. To play

with heavier weight, you must have rock solid body structure.

If you need, the FITSWORD® Modular PRO is expandable with some extra weight:

0.5 kg and 1 kg (1.1 lbs and 2.2 lbs), reaching the total weight of 5 kg (11.1 lbs), that is

actually heavy to wield: you must be very strong!

1

2

OPTIONAL

WEIGHTS metal
internal weight

metal
clusure cap



In function of your skills, your strength and kind of training that you want to do (fitness,

cardio, dexterity, rehab, strength, combat), you setup your FITSWORD® with the weight

that you need (explanations on the following chapters of the handbook).

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

• Blade in Extralight®: light, soft, shockproof, durable, abrasion resistant;

• Frame in reinforced Aluminium;

• Anodized Handle CNC machined from solid block of Aluminum;

• 6 metal plates and 6 black plates CNC machined from Stainless Steel and Delrin;

• total Length: 70 cm





LEARN HOW TO ASSEMBLE AND SETUP YOUR FITSWORD® Modular PRO

The FITSWORD® Modular PRO has 2 kind of weight plates on each kit:

• 6 metal plates: CNC machined in Stainless Steel, with a weight of 0.5 kg (1,1 lb) each;

• 6 black plates: CNC machined in Delrin, with a weight of 0,1 kg (0,2 lb) each.

The metal plates and the black plates come in 2 different width. 

Combine the metal and black plates, to get the weight that you better handle for your 

task, from 1,5 to 4 kg (3,3 to 8,9 lbs).

ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE:

1. firstly insert 3 wider plates close to the cross guard; you can combine the metal 

plates and the black plates as you want in function of your level and in function of 

your training goal; how you mix the metal plates and the black plates along the length 

of the tube will affect the balance and the spinning speed (learn more on pages 89-90);

2. insert the handle;

3. insert 3 smaller plates, respecting the ergonomic design suggested (first, close to the 

handle, the one with the smoother rounded edge and then 2 other plates of your 

choice); you can combine the metal plates and the black plates as you want in 

function of your level and in function of your training goal; how you mix the metal 

plates and the black plates along the length of the tube will affect the balance and the 

spinning speed (learn more on pages 89-90);

4. place the rubber gasket on top of the smaller plates;

5. finally screw the black cap clockwise till the end; to tighten properly the system, hold 

with your left hand the blade while with the right hand hold and screw the black cap 

by exerting a strong force (this will normally be sufficient to block the system for 

general purposes and for fitness purposes); if you are not strong enough or if you 

need an extra tightening (especially useful in combat training), you can hold with your 

left hand the blade while with the right hand you hold and screw the cap and all the 

smaller plates together as a whole.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

before proceeding to screw the black cap, make sure that the thread is properly 

positioned and it can rotate freely, otherwise you will damage the thread of the black 

cap; if the black cap cannot rotate freely, unscrew it immediately and try again acting 

lightly until you find the right position for a smooth rotation.

Before any training, make sure that the system is properly tightened; if while handling 

your FITSWORD®, you feel that the plates are moving, stop immediately and make sure 

to tighten the system as explained (especially when practicing with a partner).

If you need to change the setup and the weight plates, just do the opposite to 

disassemble the system (holding again the blade with your left hand while with the right 

hand you unscrew counterclockwise the cap or the cap and the smaller plates as a 

whole) and make sure again that the system is properly assembled and tightened.



FITSWORD® Modular PRO
assembled

FITSWORD® Modular PRO
ready to be assembled

black cap

rubber gasket 

small plate with a smoother rounded edge 

handle

3 smaller plates 

3 wider plates 

thread



1

2

3

4

5

for a normal tightening

for a strong tightening

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
before proceeding to screw the black cap,

make sure that the screw thread is properly

inserted and it can rotate freely, otherwise

you will damage the screw thread of the

black cap; if the black cap cannot rotate

freely, unscrew it immediately and try again

acting lightly until you find the right position

for a smooth rotation.

ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE



MORE ABOUT the TRANING IDEA

Gladiators were getting fit through the use of weighted objects held in their hands such

as swords and shields, for a full body workout by moving their bodies around through

pushing, thrusting, twisting, dodging, squatting and lunging away from the opponent.

The constant swinging of the sword helped sculpting shoulders, arms, core, legs.

The swords were heavy, and in part of their training they were using wooden sword

called Rudus, safer and lighter than a metal sword, and used for sparring against other

gladiators. Another big part of their training was spent using weapons that were heavier

than the ones used in combat, with the purpose of getting stronger and more ready for

the strain of the battle.

With FITSWORD®, we have been able to combine both the training methods, by

making a sword that is safe (thanks to the soft and padded blade and to the weight

concentrated on the hilt-handle for a reduced kinetic strike) and heavier at the same

time to increase strength and endurance.

This training was described by Vegetius, in his book called “De Re Militari“:

“They gave their recruits round bucklers woven with willows, twice as heavy as those

used on real service, and wooden swords double the weight of the common ones. They

exercised them with these at the post both morning and afternoon.“

TRADITION & INNOVATION:

inspired by the past & driven by the future

RUDUS

BUCKLER



etc……………...
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Andrea & Luca Mainini
in action trying to perfect the

dual sword wielding

with the FITSWORD®



Andrea Mainini & Luca Mainini

Andrea Mainini (born in 1967), is an engineer with long experience in design.

Luca Mainini (born in 1973), is graduated in Economics with extensive experience in the

fashion industry.

Both of us were Army Officials, one in the Alpine, and the other in the Paratroopers.

We define our selves as multi-sport athletes, as we had the opportunity to do different kind of

sports since our childhood: from water sports (surfing, windsurfing, kite and sup), to mountain

sports (climbing, mountain biking, skiing and snowboarding in all their forms), air sports

(parachuting, hang gliding) and all our home city had to offer (gymnastics, athletics). And for

our sports we always loved and enjoyed the training aspect, the physical preparation, so since

our adolescence, training has always gone hand in hand with sports.

The FITSWORD® 

The FITSWORD® is a new training tool invented, developed and designed on 2016 by Andrea

Mainini & Luca Mainini. The FITSWORD® is an inoffensive sword conceived as a versatile

training tool that can be used on fitness, sport conditioning, combat sports and martial arts.

On the FITSWORD® the physics usually applied to any offensive, work or sport tools (a

sword, an axe, an hammer, a baseball bat, a golf club, a clubbell...) is inverted: instead to

have most of the weight concentrated along the length or on the top end, almost all the

weight is concentrated on the handle; the consequence is that a strike, instead of being

devastating it is relatively safe. In addition the ‘’blade’’ is padded with a soft and light

innovative material that makes any contact with the body as safe as possible. Then, thanks to

the heavy handle, there is a training value in every movement; the handle is progressive in

weight so that everyone has at disposal the right weight to train in the proper way.

The design, the choice of materials and the distribution of the masses have been balanced in

order to train without too much risk of injuring oneself and the training partners. The specific

and unique features of the FITSWORD® are patented internationally.

The story of the FITSWORD®
(drawn from a magazine interview)

Luca: ….also this project was born by creating something that was just for me and my brother.

I'm a big fan of films like Gladiator, Troy, King Arthur, Star Wars ... or TV series like Spartacus,

Games of Thrones ... where I saw the protagonists not only fighting but devoting a lot of time

to physical training; and in fact the gladiators kept in shape by working-out with heavy swords

and shields, with exercises involving the whole body with attack and defence movements,

dodging shots, jumping, moving away from the opponents, etc; this workout, made of

functional gestures and repeated in series as in modern training, helped sculpt the muscles of

arms, shoulders, trunk and legs into a true Total Body Workout.

In a Fight the technique wasn’t all. You had to be very fit to endure the struggle of the battle.

So I shared the idea with my brother Andrea and I proposed to build heavy swords and shields

for the two of us, to train and learn to fight, having fun ... in a game we all did as children; the

only problem was that it would have been a dangerous game, as the use of heavy objects in

motion, would transmit very heavy blows (cause of the kinetic energy transmitted).

In the following 2-3 months we did not talk about it until the day my brother showed me the

prototypes of the swords he had designed: with a smart idea, he had been able to reduce the

danger common to the use of heavy swords, but the training value remained. Experimenting

on prototypes, we began to understand the potential for the world of fitness and sports, so

again, we started to work on design and training functionalities, with lots of testing and

prototyping, in order to make the product suitable for production. We had the opportunity to

present the concept to FIBO 2017 in Germany and the concept has been welcomed with a

great enthusiasm…….


